Novel quasi-interpenetrating network/functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes double-network composite matrices for DNA sequencing by CE.
Poly(N, N-dimethylacrylamide) (PDMA)-functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT-PDMA) were prepared via atom transfer radical polymerization and then added into quasi-interpenetrating network (quasi-IPN) composed of linear polyacrylamide (3.3 MDa) and PDMA to form polymer/nanotube double-network composite sieving matrices for DNA sequencing by CE. The CE results show that, compared with quasi-IPN, the novel composite matrices can improve ssDNA sequencing performances due to the formation of a double-network consisting of a flexible quasi-IPN polymer network and a rigid MWNT network based on a unique tubular structure, which makes the total sieving networks more restricted and stable and increases the apparent molecular weight of the matrices. The effects of MWNT-PDMA concentration in matrices and molecular weight of PDMA side chains in MWNT-PDMA on ssDNA sequencing performances were studied in detail. Furthermore, these double-network composite matrices were also compared with other matrices and the results indicate that they are promising ones for DNA sequencing. The separation provided with high resolution, speediness, excellent reproducibility and easy loading owing to the addition of MWNT-PDMA is likely to achieve full automation, especially for capillary array electrophoresis and microchip electrophoresis.